
Campaign focus

The $100 Guitar Project

In 2010, an email sent between two 
friends: Nick Didkovsky and Chuck 
O’Meara, created the New York-based 
record label - Bridge Records Inc.’s’ 
- most admirable release to date; a 
double CD album of the $100 Guitar 
Project where the royalties of every 
copy sold are donated to CARE, a 
charity fighting world poverty.

Set up in 1981, by co-founder David 
Starobin, Bridge Records Inc. 
originally got involved with the 
project set up by the talented 
guitarists Nick Didkovsky and Chuck 
O’Meara, because David Starobin was 
asked to compose and record a track 
on the second-hand $100 guitar.

“In October of 2010, guitarists Nick 
Didkovsky and Chuck O’Meara 
bought a used $100 electric guitar 
online. After receiving the 
instrument, they contacted a few 
friends, including myself about 
writing and recording a piece on 
the guitar. Word spread quickly, and 
within weeks, the $100 Guitar Project 
was really born.” Commented David 
Starobin.

Over the space of two years a total of 
sixty-five guitarists wrote, performed 

and recorded a track on the guitar 
and then signed it before passing it 
onto the next artist. The guitar itself 
travelled globally, from across the 
USA to Western Europe, during the 
process of recording, all in aid of 
charity CARE. 

The charity CD, which has been 
available to buy since January 2013 
features tracks from a variety of 
artists, some of which are not 
necessarily on anyone’s radar and 
others are performers that everyone 
knows about. Unsurprisingly the disc 
crosses over a multitude of 
musical genres, which is atypical for 
the Bridge Records label, who usually 
sign international soloists, chamber 
ensembles and orchestra’s.

Innovative co-creator of the project, 
Chuck O’Meara said: “After Nick and 
myself found the guitar, we emailed 
all the guitar players we knew, 
including David Starobin, with the 
idea of each recording a track on the 
beat-up old thing for charity, and 
every single person wanted to do it!”

“Without our knowledge they then 
forwarded it onto their friends and 
within 48 hours we had something 
like 25 - 30 players on board, all 
committed to this project! One thing 
lead to another and soon we had 
enough musicians involved to make 
two CDs.”

David Starobin commented: “I was 
involved with the project from an 
early stage, and I liked the goals of 
this so much that I suggested my 
company: Bridge Records, to Nick 
and Chuck. I volunteered Bridge 
Records to release the double-CD and 
market the whole project, which has 
been very rewarding; we’ve been 
getting a lot of interest as well as 
raising awareness for CARE.”

The charity CARE, which fights 

world poverty, now receives a 
monthly check from Bridge Records 
reflecting the sales of the popular 
$100 Guitar Project CD. Not only are 
the sales good news for CARE, but 
Bridge Records also benefit in many 
ways, as the company has been 
extensively promoted as a good 
Samaritan. 

“I sincerely hope Bridge Records 
Inc. gets to work on another project 
like this as it is for such a good cause 
and it has got people to look at the 
other music we are involved with. The 
key to the success behind this 
project was finding a good solid 
charity to work with. My advice to 
other companies thinking about 
partaking in similar projects would 
be to make sure you’re selling as 
much product as you can and it will 
build up the interest in your own 
business.”

The $100 guitar project’s current 
success isn’t going to be short-lived 
either. The now, very-rare guitar is 
currently residing with Nick 
Didkovsky, who plans to push the 
$100 guitar name further by 
holding a series of charity ‘$100 
guitar Night’s’.

 Nick commented: “I intend to do 
live performances with the guitar, 
sponsoring a “$100 Guitar Night” and 
inviting a number of guitarists who 
are on the project and some who we 
could not squeeze into the project, 
to perform. It will be tremendously 
fun!”

For more information on Bridge 
Records Inc, and their involvement 
with The $100 Guitar Project, please 
visit www.bridgerecords.com.
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